CHANGING OF THE GUARD IN SLOVAKIA
BY

LOUIS JOCSIK
t is an old political truth that the smaller a State, the
better schooled in politics must its leaders be, in order
to ensure freedom from upheavals. But where is a State
born but yesterday to find leaders well-drilled in high
politics? In Slovakia — if in that country we can speak
at all of the abilities of her politicians — what complicates
the situation is that there is no unity to be found in their
conception of how the political life of the State should be
shaped. In consequence of the growth and consolidation of
Germany's influence in Europe, it was in point of fact with
the support of the Reich that the new State came into being.
But if we examine its brief life so far, we see that the
leading political groups had to be changed one after another
before the Slovaks could find their proper form of existence
in the new Central Europe. First of all Benes s disciples and
political adherents, the Francophile Czecho-Slovak Central
ists, had to be removed from political and public life. It is,
however, interesting that the Czecho-Slovaks, whose be
haviour was a classical example of Benes's tactics, so overran
political life that even now, in the August of 1940, the
Slovaks are inconvenienced with the task of purging it of
them. On 4th August the “ Grenzbote” wrote that Benes’s
disciples and those whom political activity has enriched, are
to be excluded from political life. This work is in process at
present, so that it is not yet possible to publish a list of the
names of Benes's disciples and the others.
W e have still a vivid recollection of the visit of A lex
ander Mach, Slovak Propaganda Minister, to Germany in the
spring of this year. During his stay there he lost no oppor
tunity of declaring that practically from the very beginnings
of their ancient history the Slovaks had entertained feelings
of friendship for Germany, to which they had given expres
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sion times innumerable during the past centuries. The Slovak
Propaganda Minister loudly asserted that Slovak public life
and Slovakia’s present policy was imbued with this friend
ship for Germany, which had determined every single phase
thereof. After this it seemed strange that Alexander Mach
should be compelled to retire from politics, even if only for
a short time. He was even made to resign his command of
the Hlinka Guards. Nobody could unterstand the trend of
events, especially when signs of pro-Soviet sympathies
began to be observable in official Slovak circles. A few
months later another interesting event took place: Alexander
Mach returned to politics and with the removal of Durchansky, Slovak Minister of Home and Foreign Affairs, the
political group that had caused Mach’s downfall disappeared
from political life. Slovak public life and politics had been
shaped by clique interests, and the foreign policy of the
various cliques was determined by personal considerations
and personal ambitions. These cliques were pro-German and
pro-Soviet by turns, according to how much real or potential
support against their rivals those Powers might be expected
to afford.
A very interesting and suggestive commentary on these
events has been published in the official organ of the Germans
of Slovakia, the “ Grenzbote". Its issue of 30th July contained
inter alia the following passage: — "A Slovak group
which considers itself very wise has made an attempt to do
violence to the real spirit of the Slovak nation and to lead
it into political bye-paths. This clique imagined that it could
follow its own ideas. It ran after impossible political con
ceptions and fatuously believed that it would be able to
make Slovakia the navel of Europe, or as later they ex 
pressed it ‘the political axle-tree of our Continent’. These
men must now disappear once for all, for our statesmen re
cognize that that path leads to ruin. Dr. Tiso, President of
the Republic, Dr. Tuka, Slovak Premier, and M. Alexander
Mach, Minister of the Interior, have promised the Ftihrer
and the Government of the Reich that political adventurers,
their associates and tempters, will be suppressed once for
all.”
But those who have a first-hand knowledge of Slovak
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politics know well that the suppression once for all of
political adventurers, their associatees and tempters desired
by the "Grenzbote” , is impossible, for the meantime at least.
For if we examine the political attitude displayed by the
Slovak politicians shortly before the creation of the Re
public, we shall see clearly that what Alexander Mach said
during his above-mentioned stay in Germany was anything
but true, for instead of every phase of Slovak political life
having been inspired by pro-German or pro-Axis sympathies,
there was no sign of such sympathies at all. If we look
through the back numbers of the newspapers of that period,
we shall find that their leading articles and reports are as
eloquent of anti-German and anti-Italian feelings (or was
this their way of showing friendship? ) as though all the
Slovak politicians and journalists had been disciples of
Benes. The official “ Slovak” of 19th July 1935, for instance,
contained a leader entitled “ Hitler has not kept his promise".
Here we shall only give a short passage from that article:
— “ Germany, alas! persecutes Christians, she tramples
under foot the Concordat concluded between Germany and
the Vatican, and does so in order to prove clearly to the
whole world that it is not Hitler s custom to keep his word” .
The “ Slovak” published on its front page a report set in thick
type saying that in Berlin the military pilots had rebelled in
the pilot school and at the aerodrome. Here, too, we shall only
give a brief quotation: “ The pilots convened a mass meeting at
the aerodrome at which they launched a sharp attack against
Hitler and Goring. Typical of the tenor of the speeches were
the following expressions. ‘ W e want a proper Air Minister,
not a clothes-rack.’ (They call Goring a clothes-rack be
cause he is always changing his clothes and covers himself
with decorations.) and ‘Hitler is not Germany!' Police forces
were sent to quell the mutiny. They were fired upon by the
mutineers."
So much for the traditional friendship of the Slovaks
for Germany. Enough anti-German and anti-Italian state
ments of a similar nature to fill a thick volume might be
collected from the official organs of the Hlinka Party and
the present Government. But it is not only anonymous re
porters and writers of leading articles modestly hiding their
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identity behind their initials that have attacked Germany
and Italy; present-day Slovakia's leading politicians have
also made a display of their enmity against those Powers.
A striking example thereof is afforded by an article entitled
"Bleeding frontiers" which appeared in the “ Slovak" of
31st July 1935 from the pen of Charles Sidor, who at present
represents Slovakia at the Vatican. In that article we read:
“ Warm human blood is flowing in Abyssinia. In the last
skirmish 40 Italians and 20 Abyssinians were killed. Human
blood is being shed already, despite the fact that Italian
military experts have decided that war is not to begin be
fore September. By that month, namely, the rains will have
ceased and the hot weather will be over, and it will be
easier to fight and shed blood — the Italians for their
country, the Abyssinians for their liberty.
"But swords and sabres are being brandished in other
places as well. To the credit of those concerned be it said
that no blood is being spilt. In Gdynia and Sopoty the
Germans are staging anti-Polish demonstrations. Our official
Press Bureau reports that the demonstrators went about
with boards covered with maps on which the Polish frontier
at Gdynia was painted red and which bore the inscription
‘Bleeding frontiers’ Here ended the article. For the rest of
it was so bitingly anti-Italian and anti-German that even the
Czech censor was forced to delete it. W e have only the
following comments to make. This is the friendly (sic!) tone
with which Slovak policy has welcomed Germany's and
Italy’s actions. Slovakia owes her existence as an independent
State to the friendly support of those two Powers. The whole
world knows that she has them to thank for it. The above
quotations, however, clearly show what Slovakia's policy is
doing to support the policy of the two Axis Powers to whom
she owes her independent existence as a State.
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